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Abstract
Upon full-well saturation, the pixels on the ACS/WFC CCDs bleed excess charge onto
adjacent pixels along their column. For these saturated sources, aperture photometry may
report a lower flux than expected. However, this effect can be mitigated by defining an
aperture which encompasses all of the pixels which contain the full-well bleed. Here we
present an assessment of relative photometry of saturated sources from observations of the
globular cluster 47 Tuc. We demonstrate an alternate aperture photometry method that
defines a custom aperture for each source by identifying pixels which contain the lost flux.
This “aperture+” photometry method obtains >90% accurate photometry of saturated stars
out to 3.34±0.015 magnitudes brighter than 0.5” circular aperture photometry.

Introduction
In ACS ISR 2004-01 (Gilliland, 2004), the linearity of the ACS/WFC CCDs beyond saturation was investigated by comparing 40 second and 400 second exposures of the same
stellar field. The long-exposure images have an exposure time 10× longer than that of the
short-exposure images; therefore, we expect any given star on the long-exposure image be
10× brighter than in the short-exposure image. However, the pixels on the ACS/WFC
CCDs bleed excess charge onto adjacent pixels along their column after reaching full-well
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Table 1 – A summary of the observations used for this investigation.
FILENAME

DATE-OBS

EXPTIME (s)

Field A

jdg302cnq flc 2018-06-22
jdg301byq flc 2018-06-22

40
400

Field B

jdg302ctq flc
jdg301c4q flc

40
400

2018-06-22
2018-06-22

depth (∼ 70K − 80K electrons). For saturated sources, these pixels may bleed well outside
of the radius for circular aperture photometry, causing saturated stars to appear dimmer.
Therefore, although the maximum value for a given pixel is limited to the full-well depth,
the aperture sum of an area large enough to contain the lost flux should maintain a linear
relationship.
While the additional flux can be measured by using a circular extraction aperture with
a large radius, this is not a good option for crowded fields. In dense fields, a large circular
aperture would likely include flux from nearby sources, systematically biasing the measured
flux of the source of interest.
For this paper, we demonstrate improved relative photometry by using custom apertures
built by identifying pixels affected by saturation. We then compare the relative flux recovery
between aperture photometry with a 0.5” circular radius, and our custom aperture method
(hereafter “aperture+” photometry). A Jupyter Notebook outlining the steps of aperture+
photometry can be found on GitHub.

Data
To investigate the behavior of saturated sources, we analyzed F606W images of the globular
cluster 47 Tuc from a 2018 calibration program (Program ID 14949, Chiaberge 2018). A
summary of these observations can be found in Table 1. We selected two sets of images
centered on different parts of 47 Tuc. Each field was observed with short and long exposures,
40 seconds and 400 seconds, respectively. These observations are an ideal test bed for
photometry on saturated sources for the following reasons:
a) they contain a broad range of stellar magnitudes;
b) the high density of the globular cluster 47 Tuc allows for evaluation of photometry on
a crowded field;
c) the available short/long exposure times make it possible to study a variety of saturated
and unsaturated sources.
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Star Selection
We selected stars for this study using the photutils package DAOStarFinder on the shortexposure images. We ran the selection with FWHM = 2.5 pixels, for the typical PSF of
unsaturated stars in ACS/WFC. A count threshold of 30,000 e− /s was used to select the
brightest stars on the image. A background value parameter was determined using the
median value of the background as defined in the Section on Background Approximation.
We rejected stars whose centroids are within 10 pixels of each other to prevent the
selection of stars whose PSF profiles overlap. Stars located within 100 pixels of the edge of
the detector were rejected, since their saturation trails may be cut off by the detector. After
performing 0.5” radius circular aperture photometry on all of the sources as described in the
Section on Aperture Photometry, those with S/N < 20 were removed from our selection.

Figure 1 – The short-exposure image jdg302ctq flc of 47 Tuc captured by ACS/WFC with
the selected reference stars marked. For the purposes of this investigation, a saturated star
is defined as a star whose saturation trails extend past a 10 pixel radius from the centroid of
the star in the long-exposure image. Stars identified as saturated by this metric are marked
with blue diamonds. Otherwise, the unsaturated stars are marked with orange circles.
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For the purposes of this investigation, a saturated star is defined as a star whose saturation
trails extend past a 10 pixel radius from the centroid of the star in the long-exposure image.
After our initial selection of stars, we rejected stars which meet our criteria for saturated
sources on the short-exposure image. We rejected stars which were saturated on the shortexposure image since the behavior we want to compare is the percent relative photometry
between the unsaturated and saturated observations of the same sources.

Figure 2 – The long-exposure image jdg301c4q flc of 47 Tuc captured by ACS/WFC with
the selected reference stars marked by the same convention as in Figure 1
An example of the selected stars can be found in the Figures 1 and 2. Stars which are
saturated on the long-exposure image are marked with blue diamonds. Note that while
column-wise bleed spikes might be visibly apparent on the image, these may be due to other
affects, such as diffraction spikes, rather than saturation.
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Method
Aperture Photometry
For our control method, we utilize a 0.5” aperture (10 pixel) radius converted to a boolean
mask. Any pixel that falls within the 0.5” range is fully included in the aperture as an
approximation of a circular aperture, similar to the method outlined in Bajaj & Khandrika
(2017). Defining our circular aperture this way facilitates a consistent comparison with the
custom apertures used in aperture+ photometry. Background flux was locally determined
using a 200×200 kernel centered on each star. This kernel size was selected to include the
bleed trails of our most saturated stars. The background removal and error estimation is
discussed in the Section on Background Approximation.

Aperture+ Photometry
For aperture+ photometry, we constructed a saturation mask for each image from the data
quality (DQ) array. Saturated pixels are marked with the flag=256 in the DQ array, as
defined in the ACS Data Handbook (Lucas et al., 2018). The saturation mask for each
star is not smooth and congruent, making it difficult to isolate a single clump associated
to each star. To combat this, we convolved the saturation mask with a simple 5×5 column
convolution kernel to smooth the mask, resulting in the second column of Figure 3. The
saturation mask is then combined with a 0.5” circular aperture to create a custom aperture,
as shown in the third column of Figure 3. Background removal and error estimation is
discussed in the following section.

Figure 3 – From left to right: the star in the short-exposure image, the smoothed saturation
mask, and the custom aperture.
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Background Approximation
We performed a maximum of 10 iterations of a 2.5σ clip on the the long-exposure images to
construct a background mask. This ensures the removal of any sources that are too faint to
be masked by sigma clipping in the short-exposure image. A bad pixel mask was constructed
for each image, identifying the bad columns as defined by the DQ array flags 1, 4, 8, 128,
512, and 16384.
Cosmic ray flags 4096 and 8192 were included in the only for the short-exposure image,
because saturated pixels may mistakenly be flagged as cosmic rays in the long-exposure
image. There is less concern for the same mislabeling for the short-exposure image because
of the high contrast of cosmic ray values in those images.
The background mask is combined with the bad pixel mask for each image. A median
value is calculated from the pixels which are not rejected by this combined mask. We multiplied this median value by the area the aperture to approximate the flux due to background.
We inferred measurement error from the Gaussian width of the background distribution.

Figure 4 – From left to right: the star in the long-exposure image, the background mask of
the long-exposure image, and the star in the short-exposure image. The background mask
is constructed from a maximum of 10 iterations on the 2.5σ clip of the long-exposure image.
Note that there are background sources near the star in the long-exposure image which are
not obvious in the short-exposure.
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Modeling Saturation Trails with Characteristic PSFs
In order to support the hypothesis that saturation trails are a result of excess flux bleeding
after pixels have reached a full-well depth maximum, we modeled the behavior of saturation
trails on ACS/WFC. We used focus-diverse PSF models as discussed in Bellini et al. (2018).
We normalized each PSF such that the sum of the pixels would be equal to the predicted
sum for that source in the long-exposure image. We determined the predicted sum by
linearly scaling up the extracted sum from short-exposure images by 10, since we expect the
400 second image to produce flux sums 10× greater than that of a 40 second image.
We simulated how excess flux would bleed by applying a simple algorithm which shifts
charge in excess of the maximum pixel value recorded for that star in the long-exposure
image. We map the full flux range with model saturated stars to simulate their recovery,
as seen in the next section. An example of the modeled saturation trails alongside the
short-exposure image can be found in Figure 5.

Figure 5 – Two examples of stars in the short-exposure image paired with the modeled star
from the characteristic PSF and bleeding algorithm. The models present a fair approximation
of both the length and shape of the saturation trails.
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Analysis
The flux of a source in a long-exposure image is expected to scale proportionally with time
to the flux in a short-exposure image. To present the functionality of the saturated source
photometry, we will compare the results of 0.5” aperture photometry with aperture+ photometry. For our specific example, this would mean the flux of an object in the t = 400s
exposure is expected to be 10× that of the same object in the t = 40s exposure image.

Figure 6 – The flux of a given star in a 40 second exposure plotted against the flux of the same
star in a 400 second exposure. The dashed green line represents a perfect linear relationship.
The solid green line is a result of aperture photometry on modeled sources. Photometry
resulting from aperture+ photometry, marked with blue diamonds, appears more consistent
with perfect recovery, compared to photometry resulting from using a 0.5” circular aperture,
marked with orange circles.
Using a 0.5” circular aperture, the maximum flux of a star for which we could recover 90%
of its flux in the long-exposure image was 4700 ± 100 e− /s. The same limit for aperture+
photometry was 101700 ± 60 e− /s. The magnitude difference between these two limits is
∆M = 3.34 ± 0.015.
Our results imply that, using aperture+ photometry, 90% recovery of the source flux can
be obtained for sources over 3 magnitudes brighter then when using a 0.5” circular aperture.
This method is a significant improvement for extremely saturated sources, which are often
avoided in photometric measurements due to their high degree of relative loss of source flux.
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Additionally, we performed aperture photometry on the modeled sources to confirm that
the observed flux recovery matches with our model of how saturation trails behave. The
predicted recovery for these stars is plotted with the solid green line in Figures 6 and 7.

Figure 7 – The flux of a given star in a 40 second exposure plotted against percentage of
expected flux recovery for the same star in a 400 second exposure. This plot is marked using
the same conventions as Figure 6. At the high end of saturation, relative photometry is
shown to improve by over 50%.

Conclusion
After a star reaches full-well saturation, excess signal is bled column-wise, resulting in a
perceived loss of flux for a given aperture size. We modeled the behavior of the saturation
trails by applying a bleeding algorithm to characteristic PSFs for each star. The photometry
of these models served as a comparison to the observed relative loss of flux of saturated
sources.
While the standard method of aperture photometry is not effective for extremely saturated sources, we extended the feasible photometric range by using a custom aperture which
includes the bleed trails. Compared to 0.5” radius circular aperture photometry, the upper limit for which >90% relative photometry of saturated sources can be achieved by our
aperture+ photometry method on ACS/WFC images increases by 3.34 ± 0.015 magnitudes.
A Jupyter Notebook outlining the steps of the aperture+ photometry method is available to users on GitHub.
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Anisotropy of Saturation Trails
During the analysis of saturated sources, we noted that the bleed trails were not symmetric
on either side. To see if there was a systematic bias to the anisotropy of the saturation trails,
we tested each saturated source for asymmetry on the long-exposure image.
Using the produced saturation mask for each source, the asymmetry of the saturation
trails was measured from the centroid. The directional bias of sources in excess of 7 pixels
is shown in Figure 8. A histogram of these results is shown in Figure 9. It does not appear
that there is a preferential bleeding direction for electrons along the saturation trails.

Figure 8 – Anisotropic bleed trail variations are marked for stars with a directional bias in
excess of 7 pixels. The pointed direction of the triangles indicates which side of the bleed
trail is longer. Blue indicates a bleed trail preference in the direction of readout, whereas
red indicates a preference in the opposite direction. It does not appear that the behavior of
the bleed trail variations is consistent with chip location.
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Figure 9 – The distribution of anisotropic bleed trail variations. The saturation trail was
considered asymmetric if the bleed trails differed by an excess of 7 pixels. This figure
illustrates that there is no apparent systematic bias in the direction of the bleed trails.
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